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Various B-induced Phenomena
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Magnetic Catalysis

Chiral Magnetic/Separation Effect

QCD Phase Diagram

Photons / Optics

QCD vacuum properties
Hadron spectroscopy — Mesons & Baryons

Many interesting axes including B (inverse catalysis)
High density + strong B = Analytically tractable

Applications in HIC / Neutron star (pulsar kick)
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B

Chiral Condensate 
(scalar - isoscalar)

L = 1 and S = 1 making J = 0 
more favored by strong B

⌃(B) = ⌃(0)

✓
1 +

ln 2

16⇡2f2
⇡

eB + · · ·
◆

Chiral Perturbation Theory  (Shushpanov-Smilga 1997)

Positive coefficient

Magnetic Catalysis
(Gusynin-Miransky- 
  -Shovkovy 1994)
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Lattice-QCD
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We did not calculate the µ = 3 (i.e., sz = 0) compo-
nents of ρ mesons. It is too difficult to calculate them in
lattice QCD. In the background magnetic field, the π-ρ3
mixing exists even for in the connected diagram. Thus,
the µ = 3 component of a ρ meson is an excited state of
a pion. At least in the weak magnetic field limit, there
is a large number of magnetic-splitting states of the pion
below the energy level of the ρ-meson state. We cannot
calculate such a highly excited state in the lattice QCD
simulation.
For neutral π and ρ mesons, we calculated only the

connected diagram, which is necessary for the QCD in-
equality. While the disconnected diagram is forbidden
in the absence of the magnetic field, it is allowed in the
presence of the magnetic field because the magnetic field
breaks isospin symmetry. We ignored the disconnected
diagram in this simulation. In this sense, our neutral
mesons are not physical ones.

B. Meson masses

We performed the standard mass analysis of ground-
state mesons in lattice QCD. The meson masses were
extracted from the fitting function

GX(t) = AX cosh[mX(t− aNt/2)] (18)

in large t. The lattice volume is N3
s ×Nt = 163×32. The

numerical results are shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1: The meson masses in a magnetic field. The broken
curves are m2

π+(B) = m2

π+(B = 0) + eB and m2

ρ+(B) =

m2

ρ+(B = 0)− eB.

The charged pion mass increases in the magnetic field.
This mass shift can be explained by the naive mass for-
mula m2

π+(B) = m2
π+(B = 0) + eB. As shown in the

figure, this formula well reproduces the present lattice
result in a weak magnetic field. This behavior was also
observed in the full QCD simulation [20]. The lattice

data slightly deviate from this formula in a strong mag-
netic field.
The charged ρ meson mass shows a nontrivial depen-

dence on the magnetic field. When the magnetic field is
weak, the mass is a decreasing function of the magnetic
field. The naive mass formula, m2

ρ+(B) = m2
ρ+(B =

0) − eB, reproduces the lattice data. At eB # 1 GeV2,
the mass has a nonzero minimum. When the magnetic
field is stronger than this value, the mass becomes an
increasing function of the magnetic field. As a conse-
quence, the charged ρ meson is always massive and heav-
ier than the connected neutral pion in the whole range
of the magnetic field. Although the Wilson fermion does
not have the exact positivity, the present lattice result is
consistent with the Vafa-Witten theorem and the QCD
inequality.
The neutral mesons are much more nontrivial. In the

naive mass formula, neutral particles are independent of
a magnetic field. The lattice result suggests, however,
that the neutral meson masses depend on the magnetic
field. This is due to the internal structure of the mesons.
To know how the physical neutral mesons behave in a
magnetic field, we have to take into account the discon-
nected diagram.
When the magnetic field is extremely strong, i.e.,

eB $ 1 GeV2, the masses of all the mesons monoton-
ically increase. This is interpreted as a sign that the
internal quarks obtain the large magnetic-induced mass.
The underlying mechanism is unknown in the present
analysis.

C. Meson condensations

To exclude the possibility of the charged ρ meson con-
densation in lattice QCD, we performed another analysis.
If a meson condensation exists, the ground state becomes
massless and a long-range correlation appears. The cor-
relation function becomes

G′
X(t) = AX cosh[mX(t− aNt/2)] + CX (19)

in large t. If the constant parameter CX is finite in the
limit Nt → ∞, CX corresponds to the squared meson
condensation 〈X〉2, and mX corresponds to the mass of
the first excited state. A similar analysis was performed
in a previous work [16]. However, such a constant term
can be easily generated by a finite-volume artifact. We
must carefully check the finite-volume artifact. In par-
ticular, we need a larger size in the fitting direction, i.e.,
in the t-direction in Eq. (19), because CX coincides 〈X〉2
only in the limit Nt → ∞.
We calculated the correlation functions GX(t) with

three lattice volumes N3
s ×Nt = 163 × 32, 203 × 40 and

243×48, and fitted the results with Eq. (19). The numer-
ical settings are summarized in Table I. In Fig. 2, we show
CX as a function of the lattice volume V = a4N3

sNt. The
magnetic field is fixed at a large value eB # 4.3 GeV2.

Hidaka-Yamamoto (2012)
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Lattice-QCD
Ding-Li-Tomiya-Wang-Zhang (2020)
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magnetic field to those at zero magnetic field as a function of eB. We found that the masses of all neutral mesons
decrease with increasing eB and has a tendency to saturate at eB ! 2.5 GeV2. By comparing the normalized masses
of π0

u, π
0
d, K

0, ηs, it is obvious that the lighter hadrons are more affected by magnetic field, i.e. in the strongest
magnetic field (eB ! 3.35 GeV2) we have it can be seen that Mη0

s
and Mπ0

u
(Mπ0

d
) are about 70% and 60% of their

values at B=0, respectively. The amount of reduction in ūu and d̄d components of pion mass is roughly consistent
with results presented in SU(2) gauge theory [51] and SU(3) quenched QCD [52] as well as in Nf = 2 + 1 QCD with
stout fermions and physical pion mass in the vacuum [9], while in the former case Mπ0

u
[52] decreases faster while the

latter Mπ0
u
[9] decrease slower with eB compared to our current study. This could be partly due to the fact that the

hadrons with larger masses are less affected by the magnetic field, as in [52] the pion mass in the vacuum is about
415 MeV, while in [9] it is 135 MeV. Due to the presence of a nonzero magnetic field the SUV (2) symmetry is broken
and mixture of the uū and dd̄ flavor contents in the neutral pion could depend on eB [52]. To determine the mixture
coefficient is beyond the scope of our current paper, and for demonstration we nevertheless show in the left plot of
Fig. 5 the ground state mass of π0 extracted from the averaged correlation functions of uū and dd̄ in the pseudo-scalar
channel, i.e. Gπ0 = (Gπ0

u
+Gπ0

d
)/2 assuming that the contribution of the disconnected diagram is negligible and the

mixture coefficients are the same as the B = 0 case [54]. As seen from the plot the ratio for π0 is in between those
for π0

u and π0
d as expected.
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FIG. 5. Left: Masses of π0
u, π

0
d, K, η0s normalized by their corresponding masses at eB=0 as a function of eB. Right: Ratio

Mπ0
u
(|quBu|)/Mπ0

d
(|qdBd|) as a function of |qB|. Here qu and qd stand for the electrical charges of u and d quarks, and Bu and

Bd are different values of B which makes |qB| ≡ |quBu| = |qdBd|.

Since M(B)/M(B = 0) deviates from unity at all the values of eB we simulated the pseudo-scalar mesons studied
here thus cannot be considered as neutral point-like particles whose masses should be independent of eB. Also the
different magnitudes of the mass reduction between π0

u and π0
d may come from the different electric charges of up and

down quarks which again indicates that the inner structure of meson has been revealed. Since the internal structure
of the neutral pion is probed within our current window of magnetic field, we intend to investigate the influence of
the electrical charge of quarks on the mass of neutral pion. We thus show the ratio of Mπ0

u
to Mπ0

d
as a function of

qB instead of eB in the right plot of Fig. 5. We found for the first time to our knowledge that after rescaling x axis
from eB into qB, Mπ0

u
(|quBu|) is almost the same as Mπ0

d
(|qdBu|) at |qB| = |quBu| = |qdBd| and differs at most by

2%. Here qu and qd are the electric charges of u and d quarks, respectively, and Bu,d stands for different values of
B the quark feels to make |qB| the same for up and down quarks. We call this behavior the qB scaling. This again
supports that the internal structure of pions is probed, and may reveal that the dominant degree is represented by
the single quark already starting at the smallest magnetic field we simulated, i.e. eB ≈ 0.05 GeV2. Note that this
smallest value of eB is about the value of M2

π(B = 0) in our simulation.
We now turn to the case of charged pseudo-scalar mesons, i.e. π− and K−, and show the differences of their squared

masses from the case of zero magnetic field, i.e. M2(eB) −M2(eB = 0) in the left plot of Fig. 6 4. We see that for
both π− and K− the differences show a non-monotonous behavior in the magnetic field, i.e. first increase and then
decrease with the magnetic field strength eB and seem to saturate at eB ! 2.5 GeV2. In the small magnetic field, i.e.

4 Due to the parity in eB, the masses of their anti-particles should be the same.

Larger binding 
energy with 
increasing B ?

How to explain 
 gets lighter 

with stronger B ?
π0
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Baryons
What is the expected behavior for the baryon mass?

Because of the magnetic catalysis, a natural expectation 
is that the baryons become heavier for stronger B.

Then, what about confinement?

Can we have “deconfinement” induced by B (apart from 
the effect of the asymptotic freedom) ?
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Skyrmion (Skyrme model)
Large-Nc QCD is dominated by pions → Chiral EFT

How to retrieve baryons from pions ?

<latexit sha1_base64="D0vgbmABS3hvV7DpIapdSYtZ1rs=">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</latexit>

⇡ = F (r)
r

r

“Headgehog” Ansatz

⇡3(SU(2)) = Z
<latexit sha1_base64="Ho5ao3MaSibINR7uuwuZpqDFnDg=">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</latexit>

Baryon number is 
the topological charge 
associated with

(+derivative terms)
<latexit sha1_base64="rKdP3oBoXoFH669PxOFTRsJpAwk=">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</latexit>

⌃ = ei⇡·⌧/f⇡ 2 SU(2)

on  (  for )S3 F → 0 r → ∞
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Skyrmion (Skyrme model)
2

an extra coupling, SB = q
R
d4xAµJ

µ
B with q ⌘ Nc

Nf
trQ

and

j
µ
B =

1

24⇡2
✏
µ⌫↵�

n
tr
�
`⌫`↵`�

�
+i

3

2
F↵� tr

⇥
Q(`⌫�¯̀⌫)

⇤o
(3)

where we denote ¯̀
µ⌘⌃Dµ⌃† and ✏0123=�✏

0123=1.
We focus on the Nf = 2 case; then SWZW is simply a

Z2 ✓-angle from ⇡4(SU(2)), which is nontrivial for odd
Nc, agglutinating U(1)B to other transformations via
the fermionic statistics [22]. For Nc = 3, the physical
charge Q = diag( 23 ,�

1
3 ) breaks isospin symmetry to axial

iso-rotation. We introduce a homogeneous downward
magnetic field B = �Bẑ with B � 0, adopting A0 = 0
and A = 1

2Br ⇥ ẑ.

Skyrmion deformed by a magnetic field: We adopt an
axial hedgehog Ansatz for a static Skyrmion on account of
the pseudo-axial symmetry, ⌃(re⇥↵ẑ) = ei↵Q⌃(r)e�i↵Q.
Parametrizing ⌃ = i⌧ ·⇧+⇧4 as

⇧1 = sin f sin g cos' , ⇧3 = sin f cos g ,

⇧2 = sin f sin g sin' , ⇧4 = cos f ,
(4)

we can express the axial hedgehog as f = f(r, ✓), g =
g(r, ✓), ' = '0(r, ✓) + � with the spherical coordinates
(r, ✓,�). The request of a unit baryon number stipulates
boundary conditions: f(1, ✓) = 0, f(0, ✓) = ⇡, g(r, 0) =
0, g(r,⇡) = ⇡. En passant, the spherical hedgehog [26] is
recovered provided f = f(r), g = ✓, and ' = �.

The static Euler-Lagrange equation minimizes the
energy functional M(f, g,'0), i.e., the spatial integral
of T 00, with T

µ⌫ the energy-stress tensor. Our Ansatz
yields M = 2⇡

R1
0 dr r2

R 1
�1d cos✓ T

00(r, ✓) with

T
00 =

f
2
⇡

2

⇢
|rf |2 + sin2f

h
|rg|2 + sin2g

�
⌥2 + |r'0|2

�i�

+
1

2a2
sin2f

⇢
|rf⇥rg|2+ sin2g

h
⌥2

�
|rf |2+sin2f |rg|2

�

+ |rf⇥r'0|2 + sin2f |rg⇥r'0|2
i�

, (5)

where ⌥ ⌘ 1
r sin ✓ � B r sin ✓

2 . We note |rh|2 = (@rh)2 +
1
r2 (@✓h)

2 and |rh⇥rw|2 = 1
r2 (@rh @✓w � @✓h @rw)2 for

any h(r, ✓) and w(r, ✓).
A uniform '0(r, ✓) minimizes the energy functional

quadratic in r'0. Then employing the finite element
method, we solve the Dirichlet problem of f(r, ✓) and
g(r, ✓) from �M/�f = 0 and �M/�g = 0 with the
boundary conditions prescribed below Eq. (4). Figure 1
shows the topological winding maintained in the spatial
profile at finite B = 3.00f2

⇡a
2. The orange inner and

the blue outer tori in Fig. 1 (Left) represent surfaces
of ⇧2

1 + ⇧2
2 = 0.90 and ⇧2

3 + ⇧2
4 = 0.90, respectively.

Evidently, the inner torus is laced with a brace from
the outer torus, which is a graphical representation of
⇡3(SU(2)); see also [29]. Besides, as shown in Fig. 1,

FIG. 1. (Left) Graphical representation of ⇡3(SU(2)) with
B = 3.00f2

⇡a
2; ⇧2

1 + ⇧2
2 = 0.90 on the inner torus (orange)

and ⇧2
3 +⇧2

4 = 0.90 on the outer torus (blue). (Right) g(r, ✓)
with B = 3.00f2

⇡a
2. (x, y, z and r are of unit f�1

⇡ a�1.)

our numerical solutions turn out to satisfy: f(r,⇡� ✓) =
f(r, ✓), g(r,⇡ � ✓) = ⇡ � g(r, ✓). Uniform '0 and these
relations show pseudo-reflection symmetry which will be
revisited below Eq. (7).
Magnetic e↵ects are characterized by a virtual “barrel”

whose wall locates at ⌥ = 0, i.e., r sin ✓ =
p

2/B. To
minimize ⌥2 sin2 f sin2 g = ⌥2(⇧2

1 + ⇧2
2) in the energy

functional, ⇧1,2 tend to inhabit the barrel wall. For B .
0.4f2

⇡a
2, a broad barrel mildly expands the Skyrmion

profile transversely (i.e., oblate deformation). For B &
0.4f2

⇡a
2, constricted by a narrow barrel, the profile

shrinks drastically, especially in transverse directions
(i.e., prolate deformation), as shown in Fig. 1 (Left).
Since the B-term dominates ⌥ < 0, the exterior ⇧1,2 is
radically suppressed, as shown by the angular distortion
of g(r, ✓) in Fig. 1 (Right). A sharp leap from g ⇠ 0 to ⇡

near ✓ = ⇡
2 for r &

p
2/B implies that the Skyrmion pulls

its ⇡± cloud in and leaves a sheer ⇡0 dipole outside. We
shall later discuss how transversely contiguous ⇡0 dipoles
can condense into a ⇡

0 domain wall.
We found an electric circumfluence right-handed to B

inside the barrel and a left-handed one outside. The net
overall e↵ect of the Lorentz force on electric current jQ is
captured by the magnetic momentm ⌘

R
d3x 1

2r⇥jQ via
a pressure sum rule,

R
d3x p(r) = � 2

3m ·B, derived from
@
µ
Tµ⌫ = j

↵
QF↵⌫ . The right hand side of the sum rule is

encoded in the Skyrmion mass through dM = �m · dB.
Numerically evaluated M(B) consists of an expected
descent and a subsequent increase, featuring a minimum
M(B0) = 59.6f⇡a�1 at B0 = 2.77f2

⇡a
2 [whereas M(0) =

72.9f⇡a�1]. This non-monotonicity implies that, starting
with zero at B = 0,

R
d3x p gets negative for 0 < B < B0

and turns positive for B > B0. To elaborate this
behavior we illustrate in Fig. 2 the transverse distribution
of p(r) for B = 0, 0.58f2

⇡a
2 (where

R
d3x p is minimized),

2.77f2
⇡a

2 (B0), and 7.62f2
⇡a

2 (where |m| in B > B0 is
maximized). Based on these expositions we propose that
a weak B produces a liberating force, while a strong B

stimulates a confining force.

<latexit sha1_base64="SA0W6ma4mp4RpCakTi4gQQA//oM=">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</latexit>

⌃ = ei⇡·⌧/f⇡ <latexit sha1_base64="RdOv3MNwNyP4XQDcEGipLbjZg2E=">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</latexit>

= i⌧ ·⇧+⇧4
<latexit sha1_base64="jn3T6lAdW+2OTCWhD57wJF4zzLg=">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</latexit>

⇧2
1 +⇧2

2 +⇧2
3 +⇧2

4 = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="TOR7HrpCfisHUkXLFCoXD7i48wg=">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</latexit>

⇧2
1 +⇧2

2 = 0.9

Orange torus (inner):

Blue torus (outer):
<latexit sha1_base64="DCvoQ8Vtoro0AngDZvBHd97BLTI=">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</latexit>

⇧2
3 +⇧2

4 = 0.9
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Distinct homotopy driven by B
⇡3(SU(2)) = Z

<latexit sha1_base64="Ho5ao3MaSibINR7uuwuZpqDFnDg=">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</latexit>

⇡1(U(1)) = Z
<latexit sha1_base64="vs9KMcClUlSVib9GQehHFE7fCdE=">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</latexit>

B = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="nDFnBXQllnnLap7CvpFw/oKjCkQ=">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</latexit>

B ! 1
<latexit sha1_base64="lrJct68koC52Dzq4ofYYk5ZB1Ko=">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</latexit>

Magnetic field breaks isospin symmetry

S1
<latexit sha1_base64="XalQXHlFeTNhdzFAGRmCuhQd2vI=">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</latexit>

S1
<latexit sha1_base64="XalQXHlFeTNhdzFAGRmCuhQd2vI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5UaPnYO7rrFL/EobJ7JQ0w3CNp8=">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</latexit>

SU(2) ! U(1)

Oblate deform.
Domain walls

Prolate deform.
Axial vortices
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Technical challenges to incorporate B
Hedgehog Ansatz should be generalized:

<latexit sha1_base64="O5CgqusNtW0WZvJCltSL9QcwHMg=">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</latexit>

⇧1 = sin f(r, ✓) sin g(r, ✓) cos'
<latexit sha1_base64="gtISp5uo0TJeig6xAD0T+my7BpE=">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</latexit>

⇧2 = sin f(r, ✓) sin g(r, ✓) sin'

<latexit sha1_base64="xvPuBZeBXNOwJCSTX2c6OHqkKUI=">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</latexit>

⇧3 = sin f(r, ✓) cos g(r, ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="OY2bxPrDf/dKjazKBAnBt1+8cTM=">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</latexit>

⇧4 = cos f(r, ✓)

Two two-dimensional functionals
How to quantize (rotate the soliton) ?

✔

▲
For simplicity we rotate the soliton only around the 
magnetic axis — underestimating the kinetic energy.
In principle, B-dependent moment of inertia should 
be considered.
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Figure 2: Mass di↵erence after quantization, mn � mp, under the strong magnetic field (left).
The magnetic moments of the proton and the neutron, µp,n in the unit of the nuclear magneton,
µN = e~/(2mN) (right).

This relation appears consistent with our intuition. Since the neutron enjoys a
stronger B-induced assistance for confinement, the neutron can store more energy
inside and thus become heavier.

5. Discussions and Conclusions

This work extends the analysis in our previous work where the technical for-
mulation was established [21]. The major update is that we have taken into
account the finite pion mass e↵ect. The overall qualitative behavior is hardly
changed by m⇡ , 0, but it may be useful to clarify some di↵erences. In our pre-
vious work [21], we observed that the B-induced deformation on the soliton starts
from the oblate direction for B . 0.4 f

2
⇡ a

2. Then, for B & 0.4 f
2
⇡ a

2, the defor-
mation changes into the prolate direction. In contrast, in the present study with
m⇡ = 138 MeV, there is no such turnover in the deformation and the prolate shape
is always favored. The profile is optimized to minimize the energy or the inte-
gration of T

00. The pion mass term enters T
00 via f

2
⇡m

2
⇡(1 � cos f ), which repels

⇡0 / sin f to an outer torus region inside the soliton. This ⇡0 surrounding from
the outer torus would prevent ⇡± from expanding transversely for a weak B, which
makes a contrast to the argument in Ref. [21].

An intriguing feature is also recognized in the soliton mass M as a function
of m⇡. We have numerically verified that M grows up with increasing m⇡ mono-
tonically. The growth rate, however, becomes slower for larger B. This is easily
understood through the structure in T

00; a large B e↵ectively makes ⇡± very mas-

12

Chen-Fukushima-Qiu (2021/2023)
<latexit sha1_base64="LQqjR4aLhtuIsvi43rvEwLuXIwQ=">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</latexit>

mn �mp =
�

�

: Magnetic flux over 
      transverse area
Φ

: Moment of inertiaΓ

Mass splitting given by 
the angular momentum 
carried by B
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Burkert-Elouadrhiri-Girod (2018)

<latexit sha1_base64="WJmmJPBgXeT75Feo0hL391OTuDQ=">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</latexit>Z
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Deeply Virtual Compoton 
Scattering (DVCS) 
→ D term
CLAS DVCS-BH 
(beam spin asymmetries)
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I. GPDS - 3D IMAGING AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE NUCLEON

A. Introduction & background

The discovery of GPDs [12–14] has opened a window on three-dimensional imaging of the nucleon,
going far beyond the one dimensional longitudinal structure probed in deeply inelastic scattering
(DIS) and the transverse structure encoded in the di↵erent form factors. This discovery facilitated
the development of a novel technique that employs the remarkable correspondence of the GFF
and the second x-moments of the generalized parton distribution functions, and relate them to the
shear stress and pressure in the proton and the distribution of orbital angular momentum. These
femto-scale images (or femtography) will provide an intuitive understanding of how the fundamental
properties of the nucleon, such as its mass and spin, arise from the underlying quark and gluon degrees
of freedom. And then, for the first time, we will have access to the forces and pressure distributions
inside the nucleon. This science is one of the cornerstones of the EIC experimental program and is
complemented by theoretical advances as a result of lattice QCD calculations and through QCD-
inspired pictures of the nucleon. To fully capitalize on these experimental and theoretical e↵orts
demands operation of the EIC with high luminosity at low to medium center of mass energies.

The standard approach of imaging is through di↵ractive scattering. The deeply virtual exclusive
processes allow probing entirely new structural information of the nucleon through QCD factorization
(see Fig.3).

FIG. 3. Deeply virtual exclusive processes in electron scattering, as hard scattering events to probe the 3D quark distribution
(left) and gluon distribution (right).

The golden process to study the quark GPDs is DVCS, where a virtual photon interacts with a
single quark deep in the hadron, and the quark returns to the hadron initial ground state by emitting
a high energy photon in the final state. Experimental observables in DVCS are parameterized by
Compton Form Factors (CFFs) [15]. From the analysis of data from DESY, as well as the results of
new dedicated experiments at JLab, and at CERN, early experimental constraints on CFFs have been
obtained from global extraction fits [16–19]. However, data covering a su�ciently large kinematic
range, and the di↵erent required polarization observables, have not been systematically available.
The future EIC with high luminosity at large range in CM energies will provide comprehensive
information on these hard di↵ractive processes, entering the precision era for GPD studies.

In what follows, after a brief review of the formalism in Section I B 1, we describe state of the art
analysis methods in Section I B 2, and the study of the extraction of GFF performed at Je↵erson Lab
Hall B (Section I C). Additional processes sensitive to GPDs complementing the main EIC focus, as
well as an outlook are presented in I E.

From a review (2211.15746)

D-term
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This process leads to form factors; 
H, E, etc, and H gives D (with 
some assumptions).

It is an interesting subject to estimate the D-term 
in the Skyrme model, the AdS/CFT model, etc…
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Figure 1: Longitudinal pressure pz (left) and rotationally averaged pressure p (right) after the
angular integration multiplied by 4⇡r2. For B < B0 (and B > B0) in the right figure, the positive
area with p > 0 is smaller (and larger, respectively) than the negative area with p < 0. Specially
with |µ| = 0 at B = B0, the pressure balance is realized.

B > B0, the Skyrmion is squeezed into a smaller transverse radius due to heavy
⇡±, i.e., prolate deformed, as we demonstrated in our previous work [21]. This
transverse shrinking results in a stronger repulsive force with P > 0. Because less
confining pressure can saturate the balance condition, we can interpret Eq. (13)
with µ · B < 0 as enhanced confinement assisted by the magnetic e↵ect.

Let us take a closer look at the local pressure distribution inside the soliton.
The left panel in Fig. 1 shows the angular-averaged longitudinal pressure, i.e.,
pz(r) = 1

2

R ⇡
0 d✓ sin ✓ Tzz(r, ✓), multiplied by 4⇡r2, so that the positive area and the

negative area should be the same and the r integration is vanishing according to
the sum rule (12). We can indeed confirm that the sum rule holds for any magnetic
field in the figure, and the stronger magnetic field tends to squeeze the pressure
distribution to smaller spatial region. For the rotationally averaged pressure, the
sum rule should be Eq. (13), and this is the case in the right panel in Fig. 1. In
the weak magnetic region, 0 < B < B0 (where B0 is defined for |µ(B0)| = 0
as discussed earlier), the right-hand side in Eq. (13) is negative, and the dashed
curve for B = 0.5B0 in the figure certainly has a larger negative area. For B =

B0, the magnetic moment is vanishing, and as seen by the dotted curve in the
figure, the total area becomes vanishing, while the positive area is enhanced in
the dot-dashed curve for B = 1.5B0 in the figure. For B > B0 the peak positions
are close for 4⇡r2

pz(r) and 4⇡r2
r(z), and the repulsive cores are squeezed by the

strong magnetic field in a similar way. However, the tail behaviors associated with
confining shells are di↵erent, and this is because quark confinement is assisted by

8

Chen-Fukushima-Qiu (2023) Pressure sum rule 
holds along the 
magnetic direction.
Oblate deformation 
is favored by B.

Figure 2: Mass di↵erence after quantization, mn � mp, under the strong magnetic field (left).
The magnetic moments of the proton and the neutron, µp,n in the unit of the nuclear magneton,
µN = e~/(2mN) (right).

This relation appears consistent with our intuition. Since the neutron enjoys a
stronger B-induced assistance for confinement, the neutron can store more energy
inside and thus become heavier.

5. Discussions and Conclusions

This work extends the analysis in our previous work where the technical for-
mulation was established [21]. The major update is that we have taken into
account the finite pion mass e↵ect. The overall qualitative behavior is hardly
changed by m⇡ , 0, but it may be useful to clarify some di↵erences. In our pre-
vious work [21], we observed that the B-induced deformation on the soliton starts
from the oblate direction for B . 0.4 f

2
⇡ a

2. Then, for B & 0.4 f
2
⇡ a

2, the defor-
mation changes into the prolate direction. In contrast, in the present study with
m⇡ = 138 MeV, there is no such turnover in the deformation and the prolate shape
is always favored. The profile is optimized to minimize the energy or the inte-
gration of T

00. The pion mass term enters T
00 via f

2
⇡m

2
⇡(1 � cos f ), which repels

⇡0 / sin f to an outer torus region inside the soliton. This ⇡0 surrounding from
the outer torus would prevent ⇡± from expanding transversely for a weak B, which
makes a contrast to the argument in Ref. [21].

An intriguing feature is also recognized in the soliton mass M as a function
of m⇡. We have numerically verified that M grows up with increasing m⇡ mono-
tonically. The growth rate, however, becomes slower for larger B. This is easily
understood through the structure in T

00; a large B e↵ectively makes ⇡± very mas-

12

B0

Longitudinal
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Figure 2: Mass di↵erence after quantization, mn � mp, under the strong magnetic field (left).
The magnetic moments of the proton and the neutron, µp,n in the unit of the nuclear magneton,
µN = e~/(2mN) (right).

This relation appears consistent with our intuition. Since the neutron enjoys a
stronger B-induced assistance for confinement, the neutron can store more energy
inside and thus become heavier.

5. Discussions and Conclusions

This work extends the analysis in our previous work where the technical for-
mulation was established [21]. The major update is that we have taken into
account the finite pion mass e↵ect. The overall qualitative behavior is hardly
changed by m⇡ , 0, but it may be useful to clarify some di↵erences. In our pre-
vious work [21], we observed that the B-induced deformation on the soliton starts
from the oblate direction for B . 0.4 f

2
⇡ a

2. Then, for B & 0.4 f
2
⇡ a

2, the defor-
mation changes into the prolate direction. In contrast, in the present study with
m⇡ = 138 MeV, there is no such turnover in the deformation and the prolate shape
is always favored. The profile is optimized to minimize the energy or the inte-
gration of T

00. The pion mass term enters T
00 via f

2
⇡m

2
⇡(1 � cos f ), which repels

⇡0 / sin f to an outer torus region inside the soliton. This ⇡0 surrounding from
the outer torus would prevent ⇡± from expanding transversely for a weak B, which
makes a contrast to the argument in Ref. [21].

An intriguing feature is also recognized in the soliton mass M as a function
of m⇡. We have numerically verified that M grows up with increasing m⇡ mono-
tonically. The growth rate, however, becomes slower for larger B. This is easily
understood through the structure in T

00; a large B e↵ectively makes ⇡± very mas-
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Figure 1: Longitudinal pressure pz (left) and rotationally averaged pressure p (right) after the
angular integration multiplied by 4⇡r2. For B < B0 (and B > B0) in the right figure, the positive
area with p > 0 is smaller (and larger, respectively) than the negative area with p < 0. Specially
with |µ| = 0 at B = B0, the pressure balance is realized.

B > B0, the Skyrmion is squeezed into a smaller transverse radius due to heavy
⇡±, i.e., prolate deformed, as we demonstrated in our previous work [21]. This
transverse shrinking results in a stronger repulsive force with P > 0. Because less
confining pressure can saturate the balance condition, we can interpret Eq. (13)
with µ · B < 0 as enhanced confinement assisted by the magnetic e↵ect.

Let us take a closer look at the local pressure distribution inside the soliton.
The left panel in Fig. 1 shows the angular-averaged longitudinal pressure, i.e.,
pz(r) = 1

2

R ⇡
0 d✓ sin ✓ Tzz(r, ✓), multiplied by 4⇡r2, so that the positive area and the

negative area should be the same and the r integration is vanishing according to
the sum rule (12). We can indeed confirm that the sum rule holds for any magnetic
field in the figure, and the stronger magnetic field tends to squeeze the pressure
distribution to smaller spatial region. For the rotationally averaged pressure, the
sum rule should be Eq. (13), and this is the case in the right panel in Fig. 1. In
the weak magnetic region, 0 < B < B0 (where B0 is defined for |µ(B0)| = 0
as discussed earlier), the right-hand side in Eq. (13) is negative, and the dashed
curve for B = 0.5B0 in the figure certainly has a larger negative area. For B =

B0, the magnetic moment is vanishing, and as seen by the dotted curve in the
figure, the total area becomes vanishing, while the positive area is enhanced in
the dot-dashed curve for B = 1.5B0 in the figure. For B > B0 the peak positions
are close for 4⇡r2

pz(r) and 4⇡r2
r(z), and the repulsive cores are squeezed by the

strong magnetic field in a similar way. However, the tail behaviors associated with
confining shells are di↵erent, and this is because quark confinement is assisted by

8
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pressure is needed. 

Confining force is 
assisted by the 
magnetic pressure.
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sign of the 
magnetic moment?
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FIG. 7. Pressure and energy density distributions as functions
of r multiplied by 4⇡r2. To make the comparison easier, the
energy density is rescaled by a factor 0.1.

ergy density by a factor 0.1 to make it comparable to
the pressure. The characteristic feature of the pressure
distribution inside the nucleon is its combination of a
positive core pressure and a negative pressure at the sur-
face [46, 47], adding up to overall zero pressure to main-
tain equilibrium in the nucleon ground state. Such a
pressure profile is verified, at least qualitatively, in deeply
virtual Compton scattering measurements [48].

From these results one can infer the EoS in the core
region of the nucleon, which may serve as a reasonable
approximation for the EoS of quark matter near the clos-
est packed density (19). One might care about di↵erences
between symmetric nuclear matter and neutron matter,
but in such an extremely high-density regime of our in-
terest the physical properties are to be dominated by the
strong interaction and the �-equilibrium condition would
be not essential.

In the present framework we must be careful of the
mass scale in executing this program for the EoS con-
struction. As discussed in the previous work [40, 41],
this chiral soliton model overestimates the baryon mass
which is given by the integration of the energy density.
It is known that this mass discrepancy would be reduced
if the soliton is quantized (i.e., rotated with spin and
isospin). Here, our main purpose is not to study the
chiral soliton model itself but to demonstrate the idea,
so we shall adopt a quick prescription: we rescale the
results simply by the ratio, �, between the physical nu-
cleon mass and the model output. That is, we introduce
a ratio parameter as

� =
(physical mass)

(model mass)
⇡

940MeV

1460MeV
⇡ 0.64 . (22)

Then, we should make the following rescaling:

✏(r) ! �✏(r) , p(r) ! �
�1

p(r) . (23)

The above is the consistent rescaling in such a way not
to modify the form factors. In other words, given the

FIG. 8. EoS of dense quark matter from the Hard Deconfine-
ment scenario (Nucleon EoS) and empirical EoSs from other
approaches.

nucleon form factors A(q2) and D(q2) associated with
the components of the energy-momentum tensor, the
energy density is proportional to the mass, while the
pressure is inversely proportional to the mass (see a
review [49] for explicit expressions). One might have
thought that the model parameters can be readjusted
to fit the baryon mass, but this would significantly af-
fect the charge radius. If the form factors stay intact
leaving the charge radius unchanged, the rescaling pro-
cedure should yield physically more sensible results than
readjusting the model parameters.
Figure 8 presents our results for the equation of state,

p(✏), of dense quark matter in the hard core region of the
nucleon, compared to several proposed EoSs that are con-
sistent with empirical properties of neutron star matter.
We label our results, the rescaled p(r) and ✏(r), as “Nu-
cleon EoS” and mark di↵erent radial coordinate scales
in the nucleon core, r = 0.2 fm to 0.5 fm, with crosses
in Fig. 8. The fast-dropping behavior at r & 0.5 fm re-
flects the negative pressure at the nucleon surface, phys-
ically interpreted as resulting from confining forces and
the inward-bound pressure of the meson cloud.
For the neutron star based equations-of-state in Fig. 8,

�EFT refers to the EoS from the Chiral E↵ective The-
ory [50] and QHC18 from Ref. [27], and SLy4 from
Ref. [51]. DL shows the EoS deduced from the observa-
tion data analyses using the deep learning [52]. The EoS
data labelled by �FRG is taken from Refs. [53, 54]. We
note that the EoS bound from the deeply virtual Comp-
ton scattering on the proton was previously discussed in
a similar way in Ref. [55]. For r < 0.5 fm, remarkable
agreement is seen between our (free) Nucleon EoS and
the sets of dense neutron star matter equations-of-state.
Assuming that the onset of Hard Deconfinement appears
at r-scales in the range r = 0.5�0.4 fm (corresponding to
baryon densities ⇠ 4� 7⇢0 according to Fig. 6), this im-
plies that Hard Deconfinement can occur at significantly
lower density than the limiting estimate (19).

7

FIG. 7. Pressure and energy density distributions as functions
of r multiplied by 4⇡r2. To make the comparison easier, the
energy density is rescaled by a factor 0.1.

ergy density by a factor 0.1 to make it comparable to
the pressure. The characteristic feature of the pressure
distribution inside the nucleon is its combination of a
positive core pressure and a negative pressure at the sur-
face [46, 47], adding up to overall zero pressure to main-
tain equilibrium in the nucleon ground state. Such a
pressure profile is verified, at least qualitatively, in deeply
virtual Compton scattering measurements [48].

From these results one can infer the EoS in the core
region of the nucleon, which may serve as a reasonable
approximation for the EoS of quark matter near the clos-
est packed density (19). One might care about di↵erences
between symmetric nuclear matter and neutron matter,
but in such an extremely high-density regime of our in-
terest the physical properties are to be dominated by the
strong interaction and the �-equilibrium condition would
be not essential.

In the present framework we must be careful of the
mass scale in executing this program for the EoS con-
struction. As discussed in the previous work [40, 41],
this chiral soliton model overestimates the baryon mass
which is given by the integration of the energy density.
It is known that this mass discrepancy would be reduced
if the soliton is quantized (i.e., rotated with spin and
isospin). Here, our main purpose is not to study the
chiral soliton model itself but to demonstrate the idea,
so we shall adopt a quick prescription: we rescale the
results simply by the ratio, �, between the physical nu-
cleon mass and the model output. That is, we introduce
a ratio parameter as

� =
(physical mass)

(model mass)
⇡

940MeV

1460MeV
⇡ 0.64 . (22)

Then, we should make the following rescaling:

✏(r) ! �✏(r) , p(r) ! �
�1

p(r) . (23)

The above is the consistent rescaling in such a way not
to modify the form factors. In other words, given the
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nucleon form factors A(q2) and D(q2) associated with
the components of the energy-momentum tensor, the
energy density is proportional to the mass, while the
pressure is inversely proportional to the mass (see a
review [49] for explicit expressions). One might have
thought that the model parameters can be readjusted
to fit the baryon mass, but this would significantly af-
fect the charge radius. If the form factors stay intact
leaving the charge radius unchanged, the rescaling pro-
cedure should yield physically more sensible results than
readjusting the model parameters.
Figure 8 presents our results for the equation of state,

p(✏), of dense quark matter in the hard core region of the
nucleon, compared to several proposed EoSs that are con-
sistent with empirical properties of neutron star matter.
We label our results, the rescaled p(r) and ✏(r), as “Nu-
cleon EoS” and mark di↵erent radial coordinate scales
in the nucleon core, r = 0.2 fm to 0.5 fm, with crosses
in Fig. 8. The fast-dropping behavior at r & 0.5 fm re-
flects the negative pressure at the nucleon surface, phys-
ically interpreted as resulting from confining forces and
the inward-bound pressure of the meson cloud.
For the neutron star based equations-of-state in Fig. 8,

�EFT refers to the EoS from the Chiral E↵ective The-
ory [50] and QHC18 from Ref. [27], and SLy4 from
Ref. [51]. DL shows the EoS deduced from the observa-
tion data analyses using the deep learning [52]. The EoS
data labelled by �FRG is taken from Refs. [53, 54]. We
note that the EoS bound from the deeply virtual Comp-
ton scattering on the proton was previously discussed in
a similar way in Ref. [55]. For r < 0.5 fm, remarkable
agreement is seen between our (free) Nucleon EoS and
the sets of dense neutron star matter equations-of-state.
Assuming that the onset of Hard Deconfinement appears
at r-scales in the range r = 0.5�0.4 fm (corresponding to
baryon densities ⇠ 4� 7⇢0 according to Fig. 6), this im-
plies that Hard Deconfinement can occur at significantly
lower density than the limiting estimate (19).

Fukushima-Kojo-Weise (2020)

B-dependent EoS 
could be inferred 
in the same way.

cf. Rajan-Gorda-Liuti-Yagi (2018)
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Baryonic matter in the large Nc limit

Baryons are bound states of Nc quarks, and thus 
their masses are infinitely large at large Nc.

Matter of baryons should form a crystal of 
static configurations.

Simplest solution by Klebanov (1985) is to solve 
one Skymion with an aperiodic boundary condition 
(limited to a cubic square lattice).
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Chen-Fukushima-Qiu (2021)

“Matter” candidates: Normal Crystal & Domain Wall

2λ

Π4(0,0,0) = − 1
Π4(λ, λ,0) = + 1

The baryon number from  
is localized at the center and the edges.

π3(SU(2))

3

FIG. 2. Illustration of the CSL as approximated by the 2D
Skyrme Crystal layers.

magnetic scale ⇠ 0.4f2
⇡a

2 reflects the original Skyrmion
size. For r far from the barrel of ⌥ = 0 the exterior
⇧1,2 are suppressed, as shown by the angular distortion
of g(r, ✓) in Fig. 1 (Right), because of large |⌥| there. A
sharp leap from g ⇠ 0 to ⇡ near ✓ = ⇡

2 for r &
p

2/B
implies that the Skyrmion pulls its ⇡± cloud in and leaves
a sheer ⇡0 dipole outside. We shall soon later discuss how
transversely contiguous ⇡0 dipoles can condense into a ⇡0

domain wall.

Domain wall formation from a Skyrme Crystal: Now
we address the ⇡0 domain wall formation. As argued in
[19] dense nuclear matter under strong B exhibits the
CSL, which is approximately viewed as stacked layers of
the ⇡0 domain walls as illustrated in Fig. 2. Other phase
candidates [17, 18] also exhibit a multilayer structure on
account of the anisotropy induced by B. Hereafter we
focus on a single 2D layer for simplicity, and 3D analyses
are ongoing [36].

We follow the prescription in [37] to actualize a
static 2D Skyrme Crystal on a square lattice with
pseudo-periodicity that blends crystalline translations
with ei⇡I3 (see also [38] for crystallization in a holographic
QCD model). In the presence of the vector potential,
crystalline translation should incorporate appropriate
gauge transformations, i.e., the pseudo-translation
symmetry reads,

⌧3 ⌃(x, y, z) ⌧3 = ei�ByQ ⌃(x+2�, y, z) e�i�ByQ ,

⌧3 ⌃(x, y, z) ⌧3 = e�i�BxQ ⌃(x, y+2�, z) ei�BxQ ,
(7)

where we introduced the lattice constant 2�. We set one
baryon in each unit cell. Inspired by the single baryon
result, we impose the pseudo-reflection symmetry (6) to
simplify the problem: We can focus on an octant cell with
0  x  �, 0  y  �, and z � 0, thanks to ⌧1⌃(x)⌧1=
⌃†(�x), ⌧2⌃(y)⌧2 = ⌃†(�y), and ⌧3⌃(z)⌧3 = ⌃†(�z)
easily verified from the pseudo-reflection symmetry.

The solution in this octant cell is subject to the
following boundary conditions. Our vacuum convention
is ⇧4(x, y,+1) = 1. Equation (6) requires ⇧1(0, y, z) =
⇧2(x, 0, z) = ⇧3(x, y, 0) = 0. We can also derive

⇧1(�, y, z) sin(
1
2�By)�⇧2(�, y, z) cos(

1
2�By) = 0 ,

⇧1(x,�, z) cos(
1
2�Bx)�⇧2(x,�, z) sin(

1
2�Bx) = 0

(8)

FIG. 3. (Left) ⇧3,4 winding contributions to the baryon
number contributions N0 at x = y = 0 and N� at x = y = �
from the surface of the octant cell (shaded region). (Right)
⇡3(SU(2)) in a unit cell with B = 0.40f2

⇡a
2 and 1/⇤ = 0.29 (&

1/⇤c).

from Eqs. (6) and (7). We can show that there are
two distinct classes of solutions from a condition for
the baryon number to be 1/8 in the octant cell. We
recast the baryon number, NB ⌘

R
d3x j0B = 1

4⇡2

R �
d'�

A
�
^
�
⇧4d⇧3 �⇧3d⇧4

�
, as a surface integral. Foregoing

conditions force it to vanish except on two edges; that
is, NB = N0 + N� where N0 = 1

8n0 is from an edge at
x = y = 0 and N� = 1

8n�(
2
⇡�

2B � 1) from another edge
at x = y = �, with n0,� 2 Z being the ⇧3,4 winding
number from z = +1 to �1 along the according edges
[see Fig. 3 (Left)]. We find that NB = 1

8 is to be realized
as N0 = 1

8 (with n0 = 1) and N� = 0, leading to two
types of crystal solutions; the condition of N� = 0 needs
either n� = 0 or 2

⇡�
2B = 1 and correspondingly we

have additional boundary conditions for ⇧4. Once the
boundary conditions are all fixed, we should minimize
the energy functional M(⇧1,2,3,4)/8 with a Lagrange

multiplier that constrains
P4

i=1 ⇧
2
i = 1. Due to the lack

of pseudo-axial symmetry, it is technically convenient to
treat ⇧i rather than f , g, ', and the energy functional
is then given by

M

8
=

Z
d3x

✓
f2
⇡

2

��D⇧i

��2 + 1

4a2
��D⇧i ⇥D⇧j

��2
◆
, (9)

where D⇧1 = r⇧1 �A⇧2 and D⇧2 = r⇧2 +A⇧1.
First, we refer to the solution with n� = 0 as the

Normal Crystal. In this case the boundary conditions,
⇧4(0, 0, 0) = �1 and ⇧4(�,�, 0) = 1, should be satisfied
as illustrated in Fig. 3 (Left). On the layer ⇧4 is
inhomogeneous, as depicted in the top left corner on
the phase diagram in Fig. 5, and we can regard it
as a regional ⇡0 domain wall. In Fig. 4 we plot the
crystalline baryon mass M calculated from Eq. (9) as
a function of the specific transverse area ⇤ ⌘ 4�2

under di↵erent B. We have confirmed that the isolated
baryon mass is recovered asymptotically by M(⇤ !
1). The crystalline structure is stable as seen from the
energy minimum whose location is denoted by ⇤0. We

Unit 2D Cell (Area:                 )
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2λ

Π4(0,0,0) = − 1
Π4(x, y,0) = − 1

The baryon number from  is homogeneously 
distributed on the  domain walls.

π1(U(1))
π0

The baryon density and the magnetic flux are quantized

Unit 2D Cell (Area:                 )
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B⇤⇤ = 2⇡ Dirac quantization !

Chen-Fukushima-Qiu (2021)

“Matter” candidates: Normal Crystal & Domain Wall
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FIG. 4. Crystalline baryon mass M(⇤) for various B. The
square dots denote the location of ⇤c.

find that the specific binding energy, M(1) � M(⇤0),
grows monotonically from 6.40f⇡a�1 at B = 0 up to
a saturated value ⇠ 30f⇡a�1 with increasing B. Such
magnetically facilitated crystallization confirms our ⇡0-
dipole condensation scenario.

Second, we call the solution with 2
⇡�

2B = 1 or ⇤B =
2⇡ the Anomalous Crystal. In this case N� = 0 holds
for any n� and, we find that a transversely uniform ⇡0

domain wall with ⇧4(x, y, 0) = �1 solves the Anomalous
Crystal. Thus, our Anomalous Crystal turns out to be a
synonym of the conventional global ⇡0 domain wall [20].

Interestingly, two di↵erent boundary conditions,
⇧4(�,�, 0) = +1 and �1, signify two distinct windings,
⇡3(SU(2)) and ⇡1(U(1), respectively. In fact, the
Normal Crystal with inhomogeneous ⇧4 can sustain the
⇡3(SU(2)) linkage as shown in Fig. 3 (Right), that is a
crystalline version of winding in Fig. 1 (Left), but the
Anomalous Crystal cannot.

Thermodynamics and phase transition: Figure 4
indicates an optimal ⇤, but in thermodynamics we
are rather interested in a problem to locate the phase
boundary, ⇤c, where one topological phase overwhelms
the other. We can simply identify the crystalline baryon
mass M as the free energy per baryon, which is denoted
by E here to emphasize the thermodynamic nature of our
problem. For an N -baryon Normal Crystal, the total
Helmholtz free energy F (T,B,N,N⇤) ⌘ NE(T,B,⇤)
yields canonical quantities such as the intralayer pressure
� ⌘ �(@F/@(N⇤))T,B,N = �(@E/@⇤)T,B and the
chemical potential µ ⌘ (@F/@N)T,B,N⇤ = E + �⇤.
In contrast, for an N⇤-baryon Anomalous Crystal, the
constraint by ⇤ = ⇤⇤ = 2⇡/B eliminates one degree of
freedom, F ⇤(T,B,N⇤) ⌘ N⇤E⇤(T,B). We use “⇤” for
quantities of the Anomalous Crystal. The Anomalous
Crystal is incompressible at a fixed B and neither �⇤ nor
µ⇤ is defined.

At fixed T (where T = 0 in the present problem) and
B, let us consider a mixed system of two crystals and

FIG. 5. ⇤c and ⇤⇤ = 2⇡/B as functions of B. In the top left
region above 1/⇤c the Normal Crystal is favored, where a 2D
density profile is overlaid. The Anomalous Crystal appears
only on the bottom right solid line of 1/⇤⇤.

study the phase equilibration by minimizing the total
Helmholtz free energy, provided the conservation of the
total baryon number and volume (area), i.e.,

�(F + F ⇤)
��
T,B,N+N⇤,N⇤+N⇤⇤⇤ = 0 . (10)

Specifically, we have �F = µ�N � ��(N⇤) and �F ⇤ =
E⇤�N⇤. With explicit expressions of � and µ, the
equilibrium criterion is

E � E⇤ = (⇤� ⇤⇤) E 0 , (11)

where E 0 is a shorthand for (@E/@⇤)T,B . Let us define ⇤c

as the critical ⇤ that satisfies Eq. (11). To evaluate ⇤c

concretely, we note that E⇤ = 16⇡f2
⇡m⇡/B = 0 [20] in the

chiral limit and E(⇤) = M(⇤) was presented in Fig. 4.
The shape of M(⇤)-curves, with a repulsive core at small
⇤, ensures the existence of ⇤c for any B > 0. In Fig. 4,
we pinpoint ⇤c by a square dot on each M(⇤)-curve.

In Fig. 5 we plot ⇤c(B) and ⇤⇤ = 2⇡/B, that serves
as a phase diagram on the plane of the magnetic field vs.
the baryon density. The Normal Crystal manifests itself
as a dense high-pressure phase for ⇤�1 � ⇤�1

c . For a
better intuitive picture we overlay a 2D baryon density
profile (at a fixed B and ⇤) in the Normal Crystal region
in Fig. 5. The Anomalous Crystal appears only on the
line of ⇤⇤. These two topological phases characterized
by ⇡3(SU(2)) and ⇡1(U(1)) are separated by a first-order
phase transition. We have numerically verified that the
specific latent heat, E(⇤c) � E⇤, remains finite with a
minimum 61.8f⇡a�1 at B = 0.69f2

⇡a
2 (the green dot

in Fig. 4). We will report more details in a separate
publication [36].

Summary and outlooks: We investigated an isolated
baryon under B using the Skyrme model, revealing an
elliptic deformation. We formulated two 2D Skyrme
Crystals: a Normal Crystal realizes a regional ⇡0

domain wall, while an Anomalous Crystal exhibits a

 domain wallπ0

Skyrmion CrystalChen-Fukushima-Qiu (2021)

<latexit sha1_base64="9XFgf3grBB6agDL+iijaqE3/lFc=">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</latexit>

f⇡a ⇠ 260MeV
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FIG. 4. Crystalline baryon mass M(⇤) for various B. The
square dots denote the location of ⇤c.

find that the specific binding energy, M(1) � M(⇤0),
grows monotonically from 6.40f⇡a�1 at B = 0 up to
a saturated value ⇠ 30f⇡a�1 with increasing B. Such
magnetically facilitated crystallization confirms our ⇡0-
dipole condensation scenario.

Second, we call the solution with 2
⇡�

2B = 1 or ⇤B =
2⇡ the Anomalous Crystal. In this case N� = 0 holds
for any n� and, we find that a transversely uniform ⇡0

domain wall with ⇧4(x, y, 0) = �1 solves the Anomalous
Crystal. Thus, our Anomalous Crystal turns out to be a
synonym of the conventional global ⇡0 domain wall [20].

Interestingly, two di↵erent boundary conditions,
⇧4(�,�, 0) = +1 and �1, signify two distinct windings,
⇡3(SU(2)) and ⇡1(U(1), respectively. In fact, the
Normal Crystal with inhomogeneous ⇧4 can sustain the
⇡3(SU(2)) linkage as shown in Fig. 3 (Right), that is a
crystalline version of winding in Fig. 1 (Left), but the
Anomalous Crystal cannot.

Thermodynamics and phase transition: Figure 4
indicates an optimal ⇤, but in thermodynamics we
are rather interested in a problem to locate the phase
boundary, ⇤c, where one topological phase overwhelms
the other. We can simply identify the crystalline baryon
mass M as the free energy per baryon, which is denoted
by E here to emphasize the thermodynamic nature of our
problem. For an N -baryon Normal Crystal, the total
Helmholtz free energy F (T,B,N,N⇤) ⌘ NE(T,B,⇤)
yields canonical quantities such as the intralayer pressure
� ⌘ �(@F/@(N⇤))T,B,N = �(@E/@⇤)T,B and the
chemical potential µ ⌘ (@F/@N)T,B,N⇤ = E + �⇤.
In contrast, for an N⇤-baryon Anomalous Crystal, the
constraint by ⇤ = ⇤⇤ = 2⇡/B eliminates one degree of
freedom, F ⇤(T,B,N⇤) ⌘ N⇤E⇤(T,B). We use “⇤” for
quantities of the Anomalous Crystal. The Anomalous
Crystal is incompressible at a fixed B and neither �⇤ nor
µ⇤ is defined.

At fixed T (where T = 0 in the present problem) and
B, let us consider a mixed system of two crystals and

FIG. 5. ⇤c and ⇤⇤ = 2⇡/B as functions of B. In the top left
region above 1/⇤c the Normal Crystal is favored, where a 2D
density profile is overlaid. The Anomalous Crystal appears
only on the bottom right solid line of 1/⇤⇤.

study the phase equilibration by minimizing the total
Helmholtz free energy, provided the conservation of the
total baryon number and volume (area), i.e.,

�(F + F ⇤)
��
T,B,N+N⇤,N⇤+N⇤⇤⇤ = 0 . (10)

Specifically, we have �F = µ�N � ��(N⇤) and �F ⇤ =
E⇤�N⇤. With explicit expressions of � and µ, the
equilibrium criterion is

E � E⇤ = (⇤� ⇤⇤) E 0 , (11)

where E 0 is a shorthand for (@E/@⇤)T,B . Let us define ⇤c

as the critical ⇤ that satisfies Eq. (11). To evaluate ⇤c

concretely, we note that E⇤ = 16⇡f2
⇡m⇡/B = 0 [20] in the

chiral limit and E(⇤) = M(⇤) was presented in Fig. 4.
The shape of M(⇤)-curves, with a repulsive core at small
⇤, ensures the existence of ⇤c for any B > 0. In Fig. 4,
we pinpoint ⇤c by a square dot on each M(⇤)-curve.

In Fig. 5 we plot ⇤c(B) and ⇤⇤ = 2⇡/B, that serves
as a phase diagram on the plane of the magnetic field vs.
the baryon density. The Normal Crystal manifests itself
as a dense high-pressure phase for ⇤�1 � ⇤�1

c . For a
better intuitive picture we overlay a 2D baryon density
profile (at a fixed B and ⇤) in the Normal Crystal region
in Fig. 5. The Anomalous Crystal appears only on the
line of ⇤⇤. These two topological phases characterized
by ⇡3(SU(2)) and ⇡1(U(1)) are separated by a first-order
phase transition. We have numerically verified that the
specific latent heat, E(⇤c) � E⇤, remains finite with a
minimum 61.8f⇡a�1 at B = 0.69f2

⇡a
2 (the green dot

in Fig. 4). We will report more details in a separate
publication [36].

Summary and outlooks: We investigated an isolated
baryon under B using the Skyrme model, revealing an
elliptic deformation. We formulated two 2D Skyrme
Crystals: a Normal Crystal realizes a regional ⇡0

domain wall, while an Anomalous Crystal exhibits a

Chen-Fukushima-Qiu (2021)
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f⇡a ⇠ 260MeV

Nuclear Saturation Density

B should overwhelm 
the density scale.



Conclusions

Charged and neutron meson masses are known 
from LQCD but the baryon mass with increasing 
B is not yet fully revealed. 

Pressure balance and confining pressure can be 
calculated → Novel probe to confinement 

High baryon density + strong B should exhibit a 
phase transition from normal matter to pion 
domain walls.
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